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Created by Award winning Nail Artist 
and Competition Queen, 

Pauline Feinauer, PEEK A BOO is the 
EVOLUTION of “PolyGel”.

When “PolyGel” hit the market, it 
promised gel techs that it would work 
like acrylic but cure like gel. The only 

problem was (and remains) that PolyGel 
was a hard, sticky mess to apply and 
using alcohol to “move it” was hard on 

brushes and kept drying out-not to 
mention destroying the polymer chains in 

the gel!! And those tubes!!!? GREAT 
marketing-but how practical were they?
PEEK A BOO does not identify itself as 
a PolyGel, because as Pauline would 

say, “all gels are Poly!” She is excited to 
bring PEEK A BOO Gel to the market 

because it is superior in so many ways!
PAB is the product that WILL DO what 
those other gels promise. It is a UV gel 
that ACTUALLY moves like an acrylic 

product. The key is its amazing 
consistency-making it easy to work with 
and beautiful to behold! After 18 months 
of formulating with top chemists, using 
only the highest quality ingredients from 

Germany, and testing in some of 
Germany’s BEST nail studios, 

the product you have been waiting for is 
HERE!



STEP 1-DIP IN-This multifunctional 
product is formulated with the highest 
quality ingredients and newest technol-
ogy from the dentistry field. DIP IN is 

used as the medium for controlling the 
product and also as an adhesion 

base for natural nails. It is a product 
free of Acetone and/or Isopropyl Alco-

hol, so it will not evaporate, dry or 
destroy polymer chains. You need 

only very small amounts of DIP IN with 
the PAB system.

 

STEP 2-BUILDERS-With four colours 
of Building Gels (Clear, Soft White, 

Soft Rose and Dark Rose) you will be 
able to achieve any look-French-
Boomer-long extensions or natural 
look.  The PAB builders are super 

easy to work with! Optimal composi-
tion of selected ingredients gives PAB 
incomparable consistency, offering 
you maximum product control, un-
beatable strength and flexibility with 

minimal filing work.

STEP 3-GLOSS-PAB system HIGH 
GLOSS is superior due to its very 

strong polymerization, giving the nails 
a lasting high shine with very high 

elasticity



INSTRUCTIONS

Prep the natural nail as per professional protocol for gel 
nail application.
~Apply a thin layer of Dip In on the prepared natural nail. 
Do not cure. (TIP-For problem lifters, apply a very thin 
layer of Amore Bonder, cure, and THEN apply the thin 
layer of Dip In) 
~Brush some Dip In on a working tile/plate (you will use 
this to dip your brush into in order to move the Builder 
once it’s applied to the nail) 
~Use a small spatula to scoop out the desired amount of 
builder and place directly on the nail. (TIP- using a spatula 
saves the bristles of your brush) 
~Dip your working brush into the Dip In and begin shaping 
the builder with your brush. Re-apply the Dip In to your 
brush as needed. (Unlike alcohols and or slip products 

does not evaporate therefore typically you will only need 
to dip your brush into Dip In once or twice and you’ll be 

(TIP- Use the belly of the brush to shape the builder with a 
patting motion much like applying an acrylic bead-rather 
than trying to apply it like gel using the tip of the bristle) 
~Once you have the builder where you want it-cure it for 
60 seconds in an LED/Hybrid lamp or 120 seconds in a UV 
only lamp (TIP-you will notice that the surface of the 

moment before curing, this is the PAB line’s unique 

~Finish with PAB High Gloss (TIP-do not leave jar open 
and/or exposed to light! Due to its strong polymerization 
qualities, it WILL cure under indoor lighting!) Due to its 
viscosity, PAB High Gloss is quite thin, so we suggest 
applying it one nail at a time. Cure High Gloss for 60 
seconds in an LED/Hybrid lamp or 120 seconds in a UV only 
lamp. High Gloss has a tacky layer after curing-clean and 
enjoy a long lasting amazing gloss!

For easy Step by Step Baby Boomer Instructions visit
www.impactsalonsales.com



Pauline Feinauer is an independent 
educator and owner of “Nail Acad-
emy” in Germany. She has a list of 
accomplishments a mile long, from 

author, world renowned judge, com-
petitor to educator.  Her artistic skills 

are stunning and her technical 
knowledge is amazing.  Pauline is 
very passionate about this industry 
and her craft.  She loves to share 
her knowledge and expertise with 
those willing to learn. While she is 

intense in the classroom, she is also 
light hearted and has a great sense 
of humor and care for her students. 

 

She has won many industry awards 
and competitions, been featured on 
magazine covers, and hosts her 

own reality show in Germany. She 
now also runs one of Europe’s most 
cutting Edge Competitions in the EU. 
To top it off, she launched Peek a 

Boo in 2018 in answer to her 
students and colleagues begging for 
her “dream product”. Peek a Boo is 
the result of her tireless research in 

chemistry and HANDS ON 
experience in the every day nail 

studio. Brava!



Available Exclusively in Canada
by

and

Impact Salon Sales

For more information, please visit
www.impactsalonsales.com

or call us at
1-800-661-4271/780-963-5412

We look forward to 
hearing from you!


